The Twelve Dimensions. by Matthew Ronan
The First Dimension.

Life begins by entering the First Dimension, which is a very rudimentary existence that
serves as the energetic building blocks for all higher forms of consciousness. A First
Dimensional existence is generally in the form of a mineral or rock and is completely
unaware that it is indeed alive. Very little is accomplished in the First Dimension other
than purely existing within the present. After a very long period of time, a First
Dimensional existence will undergo what is called a Dimensional evolvement or
Ascension, in order to advance to exist within the next Dimension. This evolvement
marks the very first Ascension that an individualized consciousness attains within a
complete Universal cycle. The need to come into Life sparks the first Ascension and this
is coordinated with the naturally shifting Ascension energies of the planet that it exists
upon. When a planet ascends its body, everything there is rebirthed into a new state of
existence. This new state of existence is known as the Second Dimension.
The Second Dimension.
Our souls have experienced the simplicity of plant life, been as passive or as aggressive
as any of the members of the animal kingdom and found ourselves completely
submersed in the art of nature. Second Dimensional existence comes forth in the form of
plants, animals, insects and everything that is considered part of wildlife or nature. Basic
processes and functions are now available where movement sets the stage for a
definable life. The soul will now reincarnate as many species of plants, animals and
insects and gradually start increasing its consciousness one life at a time. The Second
Dimension also allows for the introduction of male and female energies that first
exposes consciousness to the nature of dual forces working with each other. Second
Dimensional philosophy was touched upon in Buddhism where the belief that the
human soul also entailed multiple lifetimes throughout the plant and animal kingdoms
before incarnating into a human body. Living things therefore deserve respect for they
are also in the process of learning to be alive. You should never kill living things such as

trees or wild animals or hurt nature in any way because we were once in their very same
position. This teaching is also a fundamental law for Unconditional Love. We are the
Earth we live on.
Consciousness overlaps multiple Dimensions as a result of the Collective Unconscious
housing multiple frequencies of existences together. Cats and dogs often bridge both the
Second and Third Dimensions as their human caretakers operate in a higher form of
consciousness. The higher vibratory energies inevitably funnel down and help their
acceleration into the Third Dimension as well. The same can be said to be occurring with
Archangels in relation to human beings. An overlapping of Dimensions occurs in order to
tailor for constantly evolving consciousness. Rather than experiencing sudden jumps,
the introduction of a higher level of consciousness gradually transitions Ascensions
seamlessly.

The Third Dimension.
Human beings currently exist within the Third Dimension where our consciousness is
now aware that we are in fact alive. This momentum of self-awareness moves our focus
out of the Collective Unconscious and more deeply into the Conscious mind.
Psychological patterns often spur a construct where physical, spiritual and egotistical
needs graph a new behavioral complex. This new behavioral complex allows for the
comprehension of much more profound spiritual concepts; however this newfound
analytical function has a tendency to completely ignore what it cannot physically grasp.
The realization that there exists an ethereal world with Beings who have much greater
influence and power is often what initiates spiritual growth. However, so many
disharmonies ensue from conflicting psychological behaviors that spiritual growth is
often brought to a complete standstill in favour of physical gratification. Nevertheless,
the spiritual world still persists.

The Third Dimension is the first time consciousness is not only made aware of the
Duality, but also heavily influenced into aligning with one or the other side. The Third
Dimension often establishes the bedrock for major spiritual upheavals due to its
spiritual immaturity. This state no longer represents a perfect symbiotic relationship
with Mother Earth and is not self-realized enough to embrace Oneness as a whole, so
conscious spiritual development often enters into an ethereal war. Beings of the Light
and Dark constantly influence souls to polarize and are often only ever embraced
because of their heavy involvement in the physical world. Very few people truly
embrace the notions of spirituality or reincarnation, let alone whole sequences of lives
in non-human forms. If perception and understanding is limited to a singular life, then
the continuation of the soul is not understood and Dimensional evolvements become
meaningless. Nothing substantial can ever truly be accomplished if you still believe
nothing exists beyond that of a singular life.
The Fourth Dimension.
Earth is currently transitioning into the Fourth Dimension. The climax of the upcoming
Ascension will be felt towards the end of 2012 as the Year of the Dragon spreads its

wings, all the way for the next seven years until 2019. Although the Third Dimension is
focused upon the physical world, the Fourth Dimension has a primary focus on the
spiritual world. In order to accept this new state of existence, profound elements of the
Fourth Dimension were introduced into our Third Dimensional society to lessen the
sudden impact of Ascension. Profound spiritual concepts such as Enlightenment and
aspects of Unconditional Love must be understood as the next steps to progress from
the Third Dimension. These seeds were planted and allowed to grow in individuals who
have accepted that it is time to open the doors to the spiritual world. As human beings
are the most complex forms of embodied consciousness on the planet, we will still retain
our current shape and forms. What will change is the importance we place on achieving
such profound spiritual objectives. The 2012-2019 Ascension will mark a turning point
leading to spirituality playing a much more dominant role in society with less fixation on
a solely material world. The Fourth Dimension follows the Third Dimension in its way of
life; the difference is what is placed upon the core belief structures of those living within
it.
Ascension utilizes two primary methods in order for a successful transition to take
place: Deconstruction followed by Reconstruction. This Ascension is currently moving
through the process of a powerful Deconstruction phase absolutely tearing apart what
we once considered normal life. What is truly remarkable is how the Deconstruction
phase tailors itself to the individual’s needs. Each negative habit, self-limiting belief,
fixation upon the physical world and destructive tendency has been or will be uprooted
in the most personalized way. There will be personal bankruptcies, corporate
liquidations, divorces, tax problems, health concerns and all types of emotional issues.
The world needs to embrace Deconstruction as something perfectly acceptable,
comparable to the movements of Mother Nature. In the same way that a tree sheds old
leaves and grows new shoots, the human being must shed limiting beliefs and replace
them with Unconditional Love. What constrains us and shackles us upon this Earth is
our egotistical behavior. However, once the dust settles and you realize how little of the
physical world there is left to grasp, you will inevitably venture into the spiritual world,
and there is no turning back when this happens.
The Fifth Dimension.
The Fifth Dimension is the home of the Ascended Masters. It is a very powerful
frequency, compared to the Third Dimension. Physicality is now an option where a
world of high frequency energy becomes the primary way of life. The human body
becomes far too constraining for a high frequency Being who likes to constantly exert its
energy and power. It therefore undergoes a substantial vibrational raising until it
completely detaches itself from the physical world. There are ethereal planets that
house such Fifth Dimensional existences as they still need an ascending planet to give
them Ascension jumps into the next Dimension. The planetary relationship with its
inhabitants is a very crucial one that operates on many levels. One of the most important
functions is to initiate a natural curve of shifting energies in a direct incline, or what is
known as a “jump.” It would be very difficult for a planet’s inhabitants to Ascend without
it following suit and vice versa. Enough time is usually given for everybody to prepare
themselves. Many Ascended Masters who operate in this higher frequency have to
severely decrease their vibration in order to make an appearance on Earth. This often
warrants brief encounters unless they choose to temporarily incarnate here.

The Sixth Dimension.
Sixth Dimensional existences welcome consciousness into a state where Godlike powers
are expressed. The Sixth Dimension is the highest point of individualization within the
first Universal cycle that still identifies and communicates with itself from all of its past
lives. If I told you that you currently already exist in the Sixth Dimension as a Higher Self,
you would probably be confused because the concept of linear time has defined physical
life itself. However the notion of all the past, present and future being One as a Higher
Self is an important hierarchy that establishes a route for intuition to take place. Very
few Beings maintain a human-like appearance in the Sixth Dimension. Most resemble
large masses of white energy, have animal-like characteristics or completely manipulate
the way they look depending on what emotional experiences they would like to portray.
Sixth Dimensional Beings often roam around lower vibrational planets in hopes of
exerting influence upon them. This is done to sway entire populations into believing in
significantly more powerful Beings or Gods. It is a Sixth Dimensional teaching to sway
the masses into their favor to initiate a stronger hierarchy of power. The greater the
number believing in them, the greater their powerful presence will be. Famous Sixth
Dimensional Beings include Zeus and the Greek Gods and Thoth of Ancient Egypt.

The Seventh Dimension.
The Seventh Dimension looks like a magnificent white tunnel of energy that explodes
consciousness into a state of existence with the Creator. This large upward flow of
energy removes the soul from Creation itself and allows it to exist within a field of
Unconditional Love. The Seventh Dimension acts as the last Dimension most forms of
consciousness will experience in their Universal cycle. This limitless Dimension appears
as an endless field of white energy where everything enjoys heightened ecstasy. Many
Beings have never progressed beyond this point and therefore don’t understand that
there is a continuing path to further develop their consciousness.
Those who continue onward have a very powerful destiny to become Creators.
Dimensions Eight to Twelve would be considered advanced Creator School, which is
experienced by a much smaller percentage of Beings. In order for consciousness to
progress beyond the first Seven Dimensions, they are initiated back into the Creation in
the Eighth Dimension to take one of two paths--the Masculine progression as a Sun/Star
or the Feminine progression as a Planet. The Masculine progression uses the Eighth
Dimension to keep propelling forward up to the 12th Dimension, while the Feminine
progression moves backward out of the Eighth Dimension and into an alternate
existence as a Seventh Dimensional Planet.
Seventh Dimensional Beings choose to allow their bodies to evolve into Planets to act as
a home for other Dimensional existences; from Dimensions One through Five. This is
performed to create a stable environment and encourage the relevant self-realizations of
other Dimensional Beings. It is important to establish the symbiotic relationship
between all the Dimensional Beings on Earth and the soul of the Planet itself (often
referred to as Gaia). Without Gaia, life would not exist. A thriving Planet must have a
Seventh Dimensional soul in the same way a human body must have a Third

Dimensional soul. Without her inhabitants, Gaia would not have reason to create Earth
because her spiritual realizations involve sustaining other Dimensional existences. In
order to create a physical Planet, Gaia needed to learn how to control the elements
(Earth, Wind, Fire, Water) and then manipulate them into self-sustaining cycles.
Energetic structures such as the process of reincarnation are created well before the
physical environment ever materializes. A Seventh Dimensional Being undergoes four
Ascensions before reconnecting with the Seventh Dimensional tunnel of energy back
into the field of Unconditional Love; Second Dimension to Third Dimension, Third
Dimension to Fourth Dimension, Fourth Dimension to Fifth Dimension, and Fifth
Dimension into a pure energetic existence capable of moving back into a state of
Unconditional Love.
The Eighth Dimension.
We were created from the stars and we shall return to the stars. Eighth Dimensional
existence within a Masculine progression is when consciousness takes the form of a Sun.
The Sun in our Solar System has a gravitational pull strong enough to revolve around
multiple Seventh Dimensional Planets and therefore, all manner of lower Dimensional
inhabitants living on those Planets. Its primary function is to provide a stable Solar
System for lower Dimensional Beings to undergo their relevant self-realizations. The
Sun’s light actually consists of multiple colors with a visual predominance of white, even
though it may look yellow from Earth due to the blue atmospheric contrast. The Sun is
literally burning thoughts into the Manifested Creation on such a powerful level that it
produces an extreme amount of light and heat. These thoughts are also referred to as the
overriding archetypes that govern a Solar System’s precise rules of governance. The Sun
anchors the Collective Unconscious. The Collective Unconscious connects these
overriding archetypes with the individual’s Subconscious mind. In such a way, we are
born with set rules that determine the construct of the physical world. We feel the
effects of gravity because the overriding archetype subconsciously details how our
bodies must abide by the Law of Gravity. The Sun is creating and sustaining life as the
alpha Being of this Solar System. If you understand the inner-workings of this concept,
you can easily see why many ancient cultures such as the Mayans, Egyptians and Greeks
chose the Sun as their supreme Deity.
The Ninth Dimension.
The Ninth Dimension is entered by exploding your elements outward into a powerful
ball of churning energy as a Supernova. The Ninth Dimension signals the first of two
complete Dimensional existences that sustain Deconstructive cycles. A Sun dies down
into what is known as a Red Giant after it runs out of hydrogen to convert into helium
via nuclear fusion. Nuclear fusion is what generates heat for the Sun. When the Sun stops
producing heat, it starts collapsing in on itself until the helium atoms join with carbon
atoms expanding its outer layer, causing it to cool off and eventually casts this outer
layer off as a planetary nebula. This Deconstruction phase allows for essential building
blocks in the planetary nebula to be ejected out of the Sun into the surrounding Galaxy.
The planetary nebula is a product of Deconstruction that has been recycled out of the
Sun and allows for new stars and planets to be created. Gravity continues to pull carbon
atoms together until the Red Giant’s core is solely composed of iron. At this point, fusion
ceases and the iron atoms are crushed together causing the Red Giant to explode out a

shockwave and form a Supernova. Another path occurs when a Sun gradually dies down
into a White Dwarf and attracts another Star into its orbit. Matter is gradually stripped
off the smaller Star, which causes enough volatility to then also explode into a
Supernova. The Ninth Dimension is about embracing the element of Deconstruction.
The Tenth Dimension.
The Tenth Dimension is entered when a Supernova continues its Deconstructive phase
and forms a Black Hole. A Supernova undergoes a gravitational collapse directly into a
Black Hole after running out of materials to fuel its existence. A second path exists where
the Supernova dies down into a Neutron Star, only then to undergo gravitational
collapse once the Neutron Star dies and also forms into a Black Hole. Black Holes are one
of the most sacred and powerful Universal mechanisms in existence. They are the
epitome of the Deconstruction phase, consuming surrounding materials, dust, stars,
planets and even light into its energetic core. The observable power of a Black Hole
comes forth when it joins two separate points in the Universe together. This bridging
action creates implicit ties with both sides as energies are now within proximity of each
other. A Tenth Dimensional Being understands that to exist within this Universe is to
just consume resources in order to experience growth. Growth of a Black Hole occurs as
it continues consuming extremely large quantities of surrounding materials. It therefore
releases anything other than what it truly means to exist as a consuming mechanism so
it can propel into the next Dimension without hesitation.
The Eleventh Dimension.
The 11th Dimension can only be entered once multiple Black Holes have conjoined
together to form into what is known as a Supermassive Black Hole. This compilation of
resources becomes extremely vital for a sustainable Ascension into the 11th Dimension.
A Supermassive Black Hole entering the 11th Dimension starts to emit a powerful
torrent of energy outwards from its stockpile of resources into what is known as a
Quasar. A Quasar is a ring of bright fiery light that sits above the Supermassive Black
Hole and illuminates the entire Galaxy. The amount of energy in a Quasar is so powerful
that the entire Galaxy clusters and moves within a singular spiralling formation.
Supermassive Black Holes are like giant power generators keeping a Galaxy alive by
reverse thrusting out all of its previously stored energy. A Supermassive Black Hole does
not connect two separate points of the Universe together, but acts to connect the
Universe to the Unmanifest (also referred to as Nothingness). The Unmanifest is the
polar opposite of Unconditional Love. The Unmanifest is where Creators initiate a
Universe; it is the place where nothing exists, nothing transpires and nothing can do
anything. Supermassive Black Holes are the centers of Galaxies that tie together the
Manifested Creation with the Unmanifest, and in doing so anchors the Universe in place.
As a Galaxy, the 11th Dimension marks the final Dimension of existence in the
Manifested Creation. The final realization comes forth when an 11th Dimensional Being
discovers the true nature of the limitless state that Creators exist in, rather than the
outdated need to mimic Creation by consuming and burning resources to sustain itself
and others around it. When an 11th Dimensional Being comes upon its final realization,
the flow of resources from the Supermassive Black Hole is allowed to run out and the
Galaxy ceases to exist. Remnant particles and materials allow for the formation of new

Galaxies; however, the original entity is no longer within the Creation. It moves out of
Creation and into a truly beautiful and limitless state, or what is known as Unconditional
Love.
In the beginning, there was only Unconditional Love followed by a seed of light that
sparked the first Creator School. Unconditional Love is completely self-sustainable and
the absolute highest form of energy known to existence. Creators are obsessed with the
field of Unconditional Love. It’s almost like finding a partner you view as absolutely
perfect in every possible way. It sparked an incredible curiosity to discover where this
field of Unconditional Love came from and what unique characteristics attracted them
so much. Creations were brought to life to observe the nature of this energy in the most
rudimentary of forms and went so far as to even allow Dark energies into their Creations
to observe its reactions further. The fact that souls are still floating upwards towards
Unconditional Love despite the Dark influences is what makes Creation truly
remarkable.
The Twelfth Dimension.
The 12th Dimension is one of Creators. It is the Graduation ceremony of Creator School.
The Universal cycle comes completely around and existence itself becomes voluntary.
Limitless potential is expressed and you now have the capability to exist as One with
Unconditional Love or go on to create other Universes. Mastering the 12th Dimension
may take multiple Universal cycles to achieve; we therefore enter Creation many times
over. There are 12th Dimensional Masters who have been able to maintain an
individualized presence within the Manifested Creation even though their main body of
consciousness no longer has a need for it. These Beings are known as the Master
complex as they provide a hierarchy for other Beings to follow them out of Creation.
Nothingness is where the initial idea of a Universe is conceived. From this initial
thought, a series of complex inter-weaving energy patterns are replicated into the
blueprints of the Universe. This initial design is powerful enough to create a selfsustainable Creation that draws upon Unconditional Love to experience growth. A
Supermassive Black Hole is then used to bridge Nothingness to the Universe in order to
stabilize the Universe’s existence. This process indicates an illogical jump from
Nothingness to suddenly creating the Universe and then bridging the two. The Universal
Bridge only appears once both extremes of polarity are created. It explains why an 11th
Dimensional Being may not just Ascend out of Creation, it must exit Creation through the
extreme realization as a Creator. It also explains why we may not perceive anything
before the Creation of this Universe; Nothingness prevents us conceivably moving back
out of Creation. The most accepted pathway for any Being is to therefore Ascend
forwards and graduate from Creator School. By then, all of this will feel rudimentary in
comparison to the amount of Unconditional Love you will be feeling.
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